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CONCURRENCY ENHANCEMENT THROUGH PROGRAM






Vector supercomputers, such as the Cray X/MP and the Cyber 205, and vector mini-
supercomputers such as the Alliant FXl8 or the SCS 40, perform best when a program under exe-
cution is able to fully exploit vector pipes and multiple processors (the latter facility on multipro-
cessors only). Compilers are now available on many of these machines for exploiting such archi-
tectural features. These compilers detect vector loops and generate vector [2,3,8] and/or con-
current codes [1.5,11]. If the compiler is unable to vectorize and/or concurrentize a loop, the user
has ~e option of providing the additional information to enable the compiler to perform the
necessary optimization. In many programs, however, the code itself is inherently scalar and does
not vectorize, or fails to veetorize due to data dependencies
In another class of programs, the vector loops are typically too short to provide any notice-
able speedupt over the corresponding non-vecrorized code. In [6] a technique, known as pro-
gram unification, was presented to overcome the above cited problems. Benchmarlcs presented in
[6] clearly showed the utility of the technique. In this paper we present a formal analysis of pro-
gram unificatiOIL More specifically, we present:
1. A class of Urn models for the behaviour of a unified program
2. Analytic formulae to compute the speedup that can be obtained by using me transformed
program instead of using the original program.
3. Analytic and simulation results of the effects of different path management alternatives on
the speedup.
The remainder of this paper is organized into six sections. The next section provides the
motivation for the present worle. Section 3 summarizes the program unification technique that is
described fully in [6]. In section 4 we present an analysis of th execution time for program. p.
and in section 5 this is extended to an analysis ofIi via an urn model scenario. The results of our
analysis are given in section 6. Finally, section 7 contains a brief outline of ideas for future work.
Briefly, the analysis demonstrates that average speedup is given by the ratio of expected times to
absorption in two different Markov chains. Once these Marlcov chains are constructed, it is shown
that there is much information to be gained about speedup. However, due to space limitations, we
restrict our graphical results to displaying averages.
t For a precise definition of speedup refer to section 3.5.
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2. Motivation for Concurrency Enhancement
Typical vectorization techniques examine the source code for statements that are potential
candidates for vectorizatioIL Program Unification is useful when these techniques fail. It
induces concurrency by merging together several instances of a program that is desired to be exe-
cuted over multiple data sets. One can find problems, in several areas of computer applications.
where a program P is executed; successively. over different data sets. A representative list of
such applications appears in [5]. We expect that these and similar applications are potential
beneficiaries of our technique.
The problem of analyzing the program unification technique in order to estimate the dezree
of speedup is a formidable one. It can be mapped into a problem of comparing Markov chains. in
order to detennine. from their behaviour. a particular chain or set of chains that possesses a given
property. The latter problem is interesting in itself and raises a number of questions concerning
the comparison of Markov chains, with solutions that are highly applicable in a variety of set~
lings. The urn model formulation in section 4 is actually seen to lead to a sequential occupancy
problem, and the question of comparison crops up when optimal sequential occupancy roles ale
required. We expect that the current formulation will give us some insight into the asymptotic
behaviour of such systems and heuristic solutions to path management that are close to optimal.
3. Program Unification: The Technique
In this section we briefly describe the program transformation technique which we have
analyzed in this paper. For details, the reader is referred to [6]. We will denote by P the program
that is to be executed on a vector uniprocessor. Let d l , d'b .... , dN denote N independent
data sets over which P is to be executed. Let PI, P2, .... ,PN denote instances of P when P
executes over data sets d l , d 2, ...• , dN , respectively. We shall soon show how it is possible to
combine the instances of P into one program that executes over all the N data sets con-
currently. We shall denote the transformed programt by P. While describing the execution of
P, we shall refer to Pi, an instance of P, as the l/h. component of the merged program P.
The benchmarks, presented in [6] show that the time taken to execute multiple instances of
P is, in many cases, significantly greater than the time taken to execute P. These benchm3Iks
therefore favour executing P rather than executing multiple instances ofP .
t We cull f a vectorjzed program due to the fact th31 the multiple datll sets appear as vector inpws to P.
One may also call P a mergedprogram.
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3.1 Multiple execution paths
It is evident that though the source codes of all instances of P are identical. the paths that
are followed when these codes are executed depend on the input data sets. As P simulates the
execution of all instances concurrently on a uniprocessor'" • it must be able/handle the situation
that arises when its components follow different paths. --I:.?
The problem of dealing with multiple paths can be described by a simple example. Suppose
that P contains the following statement:
x = y + Z
Then. each instance of P would also contain the above statement. However, when these
instances are executed. some might execute this statement and others might not, implying that X
mayor may not be assigned during the execution of a program instance.
3.2 The Partition vector
To take care of the problem that arises when at least one instance follows a path different
from the others. we introduce a partition vector denoted by PV. PV is an N element logical
vector used by P. For each component ofP there is one element in PV. A component of P is
said to be active if PV(i) is true, otherwise the component is said to be inactive.
PV is used by P to ensure that an assignment is not made to a variable, such as X in the
above example, if it is not in the path of a component of P. PV is thus used as a mask for all
assignments in P as described in the next section. Masked execution of statements is a feature
available on all widely used vector processors.
3.3 The Pending List
At any point of time during the execution of P, it is possible to classify its components as
either in execution (active) or pending (inactive). The ones in execution are also said to be in-
step. As mentioned earlier, the panition vector PV indicates which component belongs .~o each
of these two sets. PV(i) = true implies that component i is in-step with all those components j I
1:::;; j :::;; N I and j *' i I for which PVljJ is true. Similarly, PV(i) = false implies that component
i is currently pending execution.
• The method, as dcscnbcd in this paper, does not explicitly exploit the advantuges of a multiprocessor like
the Cray X/NlP.
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All components which are pending execution are recorded in a list which is termed the
pending lislt . Each entry in the pending list is a pair referred to as (id, SlY, where id is the com-
ponent identifier and st is the statement number in Ii from where the corresponding component
shall resume execution when it gets out of the pending list
3.4 Block selection policies
Throughout our analysis in this paper, we assume, without loss of generality, that the given
program P is in normalized farm. Thus, each statement ofP can be classified into one of the fol-
lowing:
1. An assignment statement
2. A conditional or an unconditional branch.
3. A program termination statement, such as a RETURN in Fortran.
In order to model the execution profile of P. we define the notion of a block. A block of length 1
in P is a sequence of statements 51 .52' ... Sf. The first statement of a block, SIo is one or
more of the following types:
1. First statement oithe program.
2. A statement that is the target of an unconditional or a conditional branch.
3. A statement that immediately follows a conditional or an unconditional branch or a program
termination statement
The last statement of a block. Sl. is one or more of the following types:
1. Last statement ofP.
2. A conditional or an unconditional branch statement.
3. A program termination statement,
It is now possible to characterize P as a sequence of blocks denoted by B 1 , B 2 , .. , BK. When
P is transformed, using the technique described in [5], the transformed program, denoted by Ii,
t The :lerna! implementation details of the pending list may be found in [4].
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consists of exactly the same number of blocks as in P. We refer to the blocks of P as
IiI ,82 , •.• ,BK ·
During the execution ofP I exactly one of the K blocks is executed by one or more program
components when P is executing on a uniprocessor. The other components wait for their tum at
some other blocks. As mentioned above. the information regarding which program component is
waiting on which block, is recorded in the pending list.
On completion of the execution of one block. the next block [0 be executed needs to be
determined. There are several policies which couId be used to select the next block for execution.
Such a policy is referred to as a black selection policy. 1bree block selection policies were pro-
posed in [5], and a fourth proposed in this paper. Assuming that the program components of P
put fOlVlard distinct candidale blocks Bh •Bh' ... "' Bj. ' for execution, with k ~ K, the four
different selection policies are:
Complete First Policy: This policy selects block Bm such that m = min {j I • h , A}.
Move FonvardPolicy: This policy selects blockBm such that m = max UI ,h , ,jk}'
Majority Rule Policy: This policy selects a block that has the maximum number of pro-
gram components waiting to execute it In the case of a tie, the block with least index is
selected.
Random Choice Policy: This policy selects one block from the possible candidate blocks
randomly (i.e., uniformly).
3.5 Block and Program Speedups
For ease of discussion, we refer to block Bj simply as block j, for 1 :5 j :5 K. Similarly,
block Hj is also referred to as block j. 1 :5 j :5 K J and any reference we make to blocks of P and
blocks of P should be clear from context We now describe the speedup that is obtained by exe-
cuting a number of program blocks concurrently (Le., executing P) versus their sequential execu-
tion (i.e., N executions ofP ).
Block speedup in P
When any instance of program P is executed on a vector uniprocessor. we assume that each
block j takes tj time units to complete execution, 1 :5 j :5 K. Thus the serial execution of P I
throughPN would require time N . tj to execute blockj , if each of these programs executes block
j once. Consider now the time required to perform the same step by the transformed progrnm Ii .
Since the components of Ii now utilize the vector capability more efficiently than a single
instance of program p. the time taken for P to execute block j once (effectively performing the
(3.5.1)
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serial executions on block j in a single step, provided all N components are set to execute block
j concurrently) is expected to be much smaller (see [5,6]) than in the serial case. Formally, for
each block j. let fj be the time taken by Ii to execute block j, 1 $; j S K. For each block j.





and the average inverse block speedup as a = L 'Ttj (J.j. Empirical data suggests that for most
j=l
types of blocks IX is a decreasing function of the number of programs N. suggesting a drastic
reduction in execution time ofP with increasing N (see section 6.1).
Speedup given I:Jy P
Given data sets {d 1 • d z •.... I dN}. define the speedup obtained by executing P once, as
opposed to N executions ofP •as
(3.5.2)
where I(Pj ) and t(P) are the times required for lhe execution ofPj • 1 Sj SN, andP, respec-
tively. As defined, (3.5.2) yields an empirical estimate of speedup. However this is an exact
value of speedup for the given data set. lfwe somehow managed to average results over all possi-
ble data sets, and denote the expected values of execution times for P and P as E [Tp l, and






4. A Stochastic Model of Program Execution
Given an instance Pj of program P , the execution of Pj is purely deterministic. That is, if
P is described as a flow graph (see Figure la), data set di determines the execution path of Pi
uniquely. In general, for an arbiuary data set d j , predicting the execution path and thus determin-
ing Pi 's run~time characteristics apriori is a nontrivial issue. A simple way to obtain an idea of
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P 's behaviour is to construct a stochastic flow graph that represents the execution path of any Pi









Figure 1a. Deterministic flow graph for P • with data set d 1 and K = 3.
4.1 Stochastic flow-graph representation
Let D = {di, di •.. _. d:} be a class of trial data sets, for sufficiently large n. On giving
data set di as input to the flow graph ofP • one obtains the execution path of pi. Repeating this
for all ~. 1 < m S n. yields a set of execution paths from which a stochastic flow graph can be
constructed. In Figure ta, we see that program P has K = 3 blocks (Le., nodes) and each block
of P a maximum. Quldegree value of two. Assuming that blocks of P are labelled 1, 2 •... , K
(with 1 as initial block. and K as terminating block), let R i denote the set of blocks that can be
reached from block i in one step (i.e, R j is the reachability set of block i). Thus for Figure la,
R r = {1,2}, R2 = {1,3}, and R3 =~. Given the execution path ofP;, far any m, 1 ::; m ::; n, let
f m (i, j) be the number of times that block j is visited from block i during execution of P;, for
j E Rio The probability estimate P;'j that the stochastic flow graph (see Figure Ib) will cause
control to move from block i to block j during execution of P on any data set in the sampling







for all i, j , 1 ::; i ,j ::; KoThe stochastic graph in Figure Ib is constructed from the frequency
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based graph in Figure la via an application of (4.1). For sufficiently large n. it is clear that pij is
a reasonably good point estimator of the likelihood of control moving from block i to block j
during execution of P on a data set that is similo.r to data sets in D. Henceforth, we refer to this
estimate as probability Pij. In the next two sections. we present urn model formulations for the
serial execution of P and the concurrent execution of P. These models enable us to obtain an











Figure lb. Non-deterministic flow graph for p. with K = 3.
4.2 Modelling the execution of program P
The probabilistic flow graph depicted in Figure Ibis an alternative representation of a
discrete time Markov chain {Xk ; k ~ O} defined over the space {I, 2 •... , K} (see for example.
[10]) with transition probability matrix P = [Pij]. Since we deal with terminating programs. in
each case the chain {XII ; n ~ O} will have initial state X0 = 1 and absorbing state XJ:. = K, for
somek,k ~ 1.
An easy way to think of P 's execution on any data set d j in terms of an urn model is as fol-
lows. Assume that we have K urns indexed 1 through K. arranged from left to right in increasing
order of urn index (see Figure 2a). A single ball that is to represent the program P is initially
placed in urn 1. The urn occupied by the ball at any given instant is taken to be the block
currently being executed in P. Let tj be the time taken to execute block j on the uniprocessor,
1 ::;; j ::;; K. After t1 units of time have elapsed. we pick up the ball from urn 1 and toss it into
some other urn (or possibly the same urn) depending on P 's stochastic Dow graph. For example,
in lhe case of Figure lb, the choiccs would be the urns wilh indices in R1, i.e., blocks 1 and 2,
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with probabilities 0.9 and 0.1, respectively. We repeat this procedure until the ball finally reaches
urn K (which in the case of our example is urn 3). After the ball remains for a period of tK time
units in urn K, the procedure stops. and program P is said to have terminated. Our immediate
goal is to determine the amount of time that elapses from the instant that the ball is first tossed
into urn I, up to the instant that the ball expends IK time units in urn K. This is the execution







U----urn 1 0.95 um2 urn 3
Figure 2a. Urn model for P • with K = 3.
4.3 The Execution Time for program P
Let T be a eK - 1) x eK - 1) substochastic matrix obtained from P by deleting irs K th row
and K th column. Define the K -dimensional row vector ex and column vector 13. as
ex = (1, a ..... 0) and 13 = e - Te, where e is a column vector with all entries set equal to one.
The probability that program P requires T = k steps (i.e., block executions) for its completion is
precisely the time to absorption of the chain {Xk ; k ~ OJ, with initial vector (a., 0), is expressed as
Pr[T=kj=aT·-1 ~. k ~ 1 . (4.3.1)
That is, T is a random variable whose density is of phase-type [7], with the representation (a, T).
The density in (4.3.1) only gives the number of steps that P requires to complete execu-
tion. Since the block execution times of P are genernIly different for different blocks, (4.3.1)
needs to be suitably modified to obtain an estimate of its execution time. Hence, T needs to be
scaled by the average time taken by the uniprocessor to execute each block of P. In order to
obtain this average, we first convert P La a nonabsorbing stochasLic matrix p* by exchanging lhe
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entries PKI and PKK. Tbis effectively restarts the Markov chain in state 1 each time the program
terminates, thus allowing us to observe a program that runs forever in order to calculate an aver-
age block execution time. Next we solve the linear system 1t = 1t p* for the left invariant vector
1t = <1t1 •...• 'ltK>. where 1tj is the steady state probability that program P will be seen execut-
ing block j. 1 S j S K. if P is repeatedly executed. The scaled unit execution time for each
block is now the average
(4.3.2)
and the estimated execution-time density is modified to Pr [Tp = kr] = Pr [T = k 1, where Tp
denotes the estimated execution time of P on the uniprocessor. Observe that this form of scaling
gives us an approximation to the execution time ofprogram P. We next go on to obtain the exact
mean and variance ofP 's execution time.
Mean and Variance ofExecution time
Let Z = (I - T)-l be the fundamental matrix corresponding to chain {XII.; n ;:: O}, with
Z = [Zjj}. The exact mean execution time ofprogramP is given by
K-I
E[Tp ] = 'K + L Ij ZIJ . (4.3.3)
j .. l
Define a matrix Y = P [2 diag (P) - IJ - U, where U is a matrix obtained by squaring the entries
in P. With Y = [Yij], the exact variance of the execution time for program P is given by
K-I
V[Tp ] = L Ij YIJ . (4.3.4)
j=I
Using the probability transition matrix P given by Figure lb, and using block execution
times II =8, IZ =13, and I3 =7, we obtain an average block execution time of 8.45 time units.
This average can be used in the computation of an approximate execution-time distribution for P
through (4.3.1). The mean execution time for P, as given by (4.3.3), is EfTp ] = 1866.99 time
units, and the variance, as given by (4.3.4), is V[Tp ] = 323339.96 time units.
Execution time disIribution ofN programs
It is finally left to determine the amount of time required to execute P 1 through PN serially,
for N data sets. If Tj is the execution-time random variable for program Pj , then T I through TN
are independent and identically distributed random variables since they represent independent
execution times for lhe same program through the same stochastic graph. Hence the serial execu-
tion time Ts is a sum ofi.i.d rnndom variables,
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Ts =T1 +T2+ ... +TN (4.3.5)
and the distribution of Ts is obtainable via convolution. In [7] it is shown that Ts is also a
phase-type random variable. However, its computation via an expression like (4.3.1) is prohibi-
tive for large n and large K, since a matrix of size 0 (N .K) is involved. We present an alterna-
tive recursive algorithm from [9] to obtain the density afTs in linear time and constant space.




II [l{n",=o} Cti,K +I{n, >O} ak rr -113.1:]'.1 (4.3.6)
where (a,b Tk ) is a discrete PH density of order K with initial vector (a,b ak,.d. and
N






AI =/,A; = Pi ~·-l foe 2 :5 i :5 N,andg j = --.-
Cti Pi
forl:5i:5N.
Since each program P requires at least one step to complete execution. it carmot reach the
absorbing state in zero steps, and we set ak,K = 0 for 1 :5 k :5 N. The run time complexity of
this computation is 0 (N . n), where N is lhe number ofPH densities considered.
s. Urn Models of Unified Program Execution
The execution of transformed program P is illustrated with the following urn model formu-
lation (see Figures 2a and 2b). Note that P is a single program whose execution represents the
concurrent cxecution of programs P I through PN . We work with N baUs (where each ball
..'
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corresponds to an instance of program P) and K independent urns (where each urn corresponds
to a program block) arranged from left to right in increasing order of indices. When P begins its
execution, all N balls are in urn 1 (Le., block Bi, or simply block I), reflecting the fact that all N
program components (i.e.• PI through PN) are executing blockl concurrently. After tl time
units have elapsed. each program P", will require control to be moved to some block j. j E RIo
this event occurring with probability P Ij. 1 S m S N. Ifany two distinct comp:ments Pm and P11
of program P require control to be moved to blocks i and j I respectively, for i :;t j. then it is
clear [5] that P cannot execute all its components concurrently on the next step.
The unified program P continues its execution "by executing one type ofpro~ block at a
time. since it utilizes a vector uniprocessor. At the end of each block execution: P will have to
select a subset of components {Pj;j E 5}. S c {I, 2 •...• N}, such thal components in the
subset can execute the same block concurrently. TIlls amounts to examining the current pending
list in order to select a block that will be next executed. While it is apparent that wastage of vec-
lorized execution at each step is locally minimized if (N - IS I) is minimized, it is decidedly a
nontrivial issue to obtain an optimal block selection policy. With a view towards determining
such a policy, we model the behaviour ofP under the four different policies introduced in section
(3.4).
urn 1
Step 1 bJ(block 1 executes)
Stop 2 LJ(block 1 executes)
Step 3 U(block 2 executes)














Figure 2b. Urn model for P, with K =' 3 and N ::: 2.
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5.1 The Selection of Urns for Program Execution
Consider the scene in Figure-2 for N = 2 and K = 3. Initially, all N balls are in urn 1. and
they stay there for II time units after P begins its execution After II time units have elapsed,
each of the N balls is tossed into a new (or perhaps the same) urn according to the distribution
specified in row 1 of the probability transition matrix P = [Pij]. At each step, the currently exe-
cuting block is known as lhe active block, and the components of P that are currently executing
this active block constitute the active set (i.e.• the others are masked out. and thus inactive) of p's
components. We can safely assume that it takes zero time to pick up and toss balls into their des-
tination urns. This is actually the overhead associated with concurrent execution of PI through
PN and is discussed in [5]. Including this overhead in the block execution time justifies our
assumption.
At the end of execution of the currently active block. those balls occupying the urn
representing the active block are tossed. and these fall into some destination um It is now up to
the block selection policy to decide which of the currently nonempty urns (representing instances
of P waiting to execute some block) is to act as the urn representing the next active block. This
urn selection and ball tossing procedure is repeated until all N balls are in block K where they
are forced to remain for tx time units. We are assuming that all components of P terminate. At
the end of this period, program P is said to have tenninated. The four block selection policies we
choose to consider (see [5]) have already been described in section (3.4).
Once the block selection policy is fixed, the balls are seen to move between urns in a ran-
dom fashion. Qearly I P terminates its execution when all N balls are in urn K. The running
time of P is given by the amount of time it takes for all N balls to move from urn 1 to urn K.
The problem thus formulated is a sequential urn occupancy problem, made complicated (as far as
explicit formulas are concerned) by the asymmetry of transition probabilities in P, and the
interference (between paths taken by the individual balls) brought about by block selection pol-
icy.
Remark
The algorithm outlined above allows for the possibility in which each of the N components
of P executes block K at a different time. Since all N components of P are required to execute
blockK in order to terminate, we modify the algorithm slightly to shorten the expected length of
P'S execution time. In executing the block selection policy at each step. we exclude the possibil-
ity of selecting block K for execution until all N balls are in urn K . In this way we force program
components that would like to execute block K to wait until all components can execute block K
concurrently. This saves up to a maximum of (N - 1) block execution steps.
•
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5.2 Urn Model for the Complete First Policy
In order to describe the analytic model clearly and briefly. let us work with the complete
first policy for block selection At the very outser, let us establish that our goal is to determine
the execution time of transfonned program P. Le.• the number of steps (or sets of tosses)
required for all N balls to move from urn 1 to urn K. Once this random variable can be defined
(Le., its disttibution obtained), we can use ideas identical to those given in section 4.1 to obtain
an estimate ofP'S execution time distribution, and the exact mean and variance ofP's execution
time.
Since the components PI. P2 , ...• PN of P are N independent, but identically operating
Markov chains jXl~ ; k ~ OJ, jX,,; k ~ OJ. ... , jXN~ ; k ~ OJ, we can ignore the specific
identities of the balls in the different urns and merely keep track of the nwnber of balls in each
urn at each step k, k ::: O. That is. since X1...b X2,k •...• XN./r, are e:cchangeable random vari-
ables [10], using Yj,k to denote the number ofballs in urnj at step k, we have
N
Yj,k=Ll[X, .• =j}, l';;j';;K (5.2.1)
;=1
for any k, where l {X} is the indicator function for the event {X}.
Let Yk = (Y1,Ie , .•• , Yx ,k) be a vector whose j'h entry, Yi,k, gives the number of balls in
urn j, 1 S j S K, at step k, k :2: O. Observe that the number of blocks of P that execute at step
k, when the complete first policy is used, is given by Ym.k where
m = min {j 11 S j S K, Yi ,k > OJ. That is, we use m to denote the generic index of the active
block at any step k. The size of the active set at step k is Ym,le, namely, the number ofballs in the
selected urn, or the number of program components of P executing block m. The configuration
Y k+1 of balls in the different urns at step (k + 1) can be obtained from the configuration Y k at
time k. Note that the only allowable change between the two configurations is that the Ym,k balls
in urn m (the least index nonempty urn at step k) are tossed into a set of urns whose indices are
given by the reachability set Rm •
Let Zi,i be a Bernoulli random variable that takes on the value 1 with probability Pi,i and
the value 0 with probability (1 - Pi,i)' The configuration YJ:+1 = (YU+l ' .•• , YK ,k+l) is
obtained from Yk as follows. Given that block m is the block selected by the complete first pol-
icy at step k. let Rm ={i ,j} be the reachability set of the selected urn if IRm I =2, and
Rm = {i} if IRm I = 1. Since the contents of those urns with indices not in Rm cannot change,
we have that
Yr.k+1 = Yr,k (5.2.2)
In order to detennine how lhe contents of the urns with indices in Rm change in the transition




Z = L Zm,i, (5.2.3)
r = i
r =j




, y. L+Y r..-Z
J.I< m ....
(5,2.4)
Since Y..I:+1 is obtainable from Yk and an independent random variable. and since transition
probabilities do not depend on time, the sequence {Yk ; k ;;:: O} is clearly a time-homogeneous
Markov chain. The probability of making a transition from a configuration Yk = (i I •... I ix )
with active block m, to a configuration Yk+l = U1 •... , JK) is given by
o
Pr[U" .. ·, jK)I(i" ... , iK)] = 0
Jm > im









An application of (5.2.5) to all states UIt h , .... JK) such that [ f jr] = nyields a
r=1
probability transition mattix denoted by QCF (where me subscript denotes that a complete first
policy is used) for the transformed program P. The ideas outlined in Section 4 can now be
applied to obtain the exact mean and variance of execution time, and an estimate of the dislribu-















Figure 2c. Non-deterministic flow graph for P.
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A Numerical Example
In the case of the example given in Figure 2c, for N = 2 and K = 3. this method gives the
set of six states (i.e, distinct set ofurn configurations) (2,0,0), (1,1,0), (1,0,1), (0,2,0), (0,1,1), and
(0,0,2). In Figure 2c is displayed the Markov Dow graph obtained by using (5.2.5) and the com-
plete first block selection policy. For our example, since we consider only N = 2, we take
ex. = 0.98. In general, our empirical results indicate that a.-is typically in the interval (0.01,0.1) for
moderate values of N and K (say N > 10. and K > 10). We discuss this further in the next sec-
tion. In using the stochastic matrix QCF and the ideas outlined in section 4, we obtain the aver-
age execution time of P as 6197.16 time units. and the variance of execution time of P as
828802.86 time units. Thus the average speedup obtained by utilizing P instead of N serial exe-
cutions of P is given by
N 'E[Tp ]
Sp = E[Tp ]
= 2 x 1866.99 = 0 6025 1
6197.16 . <
(5.2.6)
which tells us that it is not beneficial to use P in place of P for N = 2, the given value of CL, and
given transition probability matrix P for program P . This is only to be expected for small N and
large a since a speedup of greater than unity can be attained only when a is small enough to
offset any loss in waste~factoreffect [5], i.e., the time wasted during P's execution when com-
ponents of P are masked out of the current execution step. However, we will show that when a is
sufficiently small, and N is sufficiently large, a tremendous degree of speedup may be obtained
by resorting to the execution ofP,
5,3 Other Block Selection Policies
In the case of a block selection policy other than complete first, only a small modification of
(5.2.5) is required in order to obtain the corresponding transition probability matrix. For the
TnOveforwardpolicy, let m be defined by m = max {j 11 S j S K-l, Yi,t > OJ. IfYi,k = 0 for
1 S j S K -I, then all balls must finally be in urn K I and we set m = K. Then, using OMF to
denote the move forward version of the transition probability matrix, QM'F is computed exactly as
in (5.2.5), with this new definition of active block (or urn) m.
In the case of the majority rule policy, we define m to be the index of the urn conraining the
largest number of balls. If there is more than one urn with the same O;rrgest) number of balls, m
is set to be the least index from among these urn indices. That is, define the set M of urns with the
largest number of balls at step k as
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M={j I Yi" ';;Yj ", l';;i';;K-I, i"'j}. (5.3.1)
If IM I = O. then all N balls are in urn K and we set m = K. If IM I = 1. then there is only one
candidate j. 1 S j S; K -1. with M = U}. for the active set at time k. In this case, the urn to be
selected must be umj and we setm =j.If 1M] > 1, we take m to be the um whose index is the
least from among all those urns whose indices are listed in M. Once m is obtained, the probabil-
ity transition matrix elM; corresponding to the majority rule policy is computed exactly as in
(5.2.5).
Finally, in case of the random choice policy. we define a set M of candidate urns (i.e.•
nonempty urns) at step k,
M= {j I Yj.' > 0, I';;j ';;K-I}. (5.3.2)
If IM I = 0, then all N balls are in urn K and we set m = K. If IM I = I, then there is only one
candidate and we set m to be the index of this urn. If 1M I > 1. then for each j E M, we set
m = j and compute the probability, say OJ. given in (5.2.5) with urn j as selected urn. Since the
random choice policy essentially chooses one urn at random from among the candidate urns, the
tnmsition probability of going from configuration Y.I: to Y.l:+l is computed via conditioning as
:E Bj
Pr[Ul'···' jK)I(i 1 , ... , iK)] = j~; I (5.3.3)
provided IM I > O. Here, the unconditional probability of selecting any urn in M is given by
1/1 M I. When IM I = 0, the probability corresponding to state transition
(0, .... ,K) --> (0, .... ,K) is 1, and the probability of going to any other state from state
(0•.... , K) is 0, since the latter state is an absorbing state.
6. Computational Results
In this section we present some computational results to demonstrate the degree of speedup
that can be obtained via induced vectorization, for a simple class of program stIUctllres, over a
wide range of parameter values. Since the unified program's speedup is a function of block
speedup, our models require estimates of block speedup in order to evaluate program speedup.
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6.1 Empirical Estimates of block speedup
In Figure 3 is shown a set of empirically obtained a values for the Alliant FX/8. for values
of N ranging from 10 to 500. We use a spline interpolation procedure to give us values of a as a
function of N for arbittary values of N in this range. for use in our models. The results indicate
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6.2 Specifying the program structure
Since we use a stochastic matrix to represent an arbitrary program P • the form. of the matrix
is necessarily a parameter of the model. This means that each K x K matrix will contribute up to
2 (K - 1) parameters. assuming a maximum of two nonzero enmes in the first (K - 1) rows.
Incorporating a model description with this large a parameter set is impractical Besides. the
problem of characterizing absorption times for K x K matrices given the incidence matrix and/or
the values of nonzero entries is an open problem.
In order to make our resulrs meaningful and the size of the parameter set practicable, we
restrict our attention to programs whose incidence matrices take the banded form. shown in Fig-
ure 4. Additionally, by involving only a single parameter 11 in the matrix. we have more control
over the parameter set governing model behaviour. The programs P that we consider are those
programs which. when executing a given block j. tend to move forward to block (j + 1) with
probability P after block j's execution is complete, and failing this, stay to execute block j
another time before another attempt to move to the next block.
,
1- ~
Figure 4. Simple pI'Ogr.mI suucturc.
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6.3 Analytic Results: Testing the Models
To begin with, consider the analytic urn models presented in section 5. In general. we
obtain a state space of size ( N t ~ 1"IJ for a given N and K. and this makes the construction
of models with realistic values of N and K (say N = 100, K = 100) impossible. Nevertheless.
suppose that we scale down the function shown in Figure 3 and assume, for a moment, that such a
trend is true for values of N ranging from 1 to 10 (see Table 1). For small K I we should expect
that our models would give us an idea of the qualitative behaviour of Sp for fixed K and increas-
ingN.
N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
a 1.0 .60 .40 .20 .10 .09 .08 .07 .06 .05
Table 1. a values used in analytic model.
Consider a test situation. with K = 4, ~ = 0.5. and N ranging from 1 to 10. In Figures 5a
through 5d. we plot 8p vs. N for each of the four block selection policies. In each case, we see
that Sft is maximum for the complete first policy, and least for the move forward policy. A little
reflection will convince the reader that for me given program structure, while the complete first
policy tends to wait for. and push straggling components of P along towards completion, the
move forward policy gives preference to the components of P that race towards completion. The
former is more cooperative and thus encourages block synchroni~ation. while the latter is more
individualistic and sacrifices such synchronization in favour of faster program completions. The
majority rule and random choice policy are less easily understood. It appears that while attempt~
ing to maximize block concurrency locally, the majority rule policy gives up more globally than
the policy of choosing blocks to be executed randomly. It is clear that for different program struc-
rures, these relative behaviours will change. but in a manner that is not easily predictable.
6.4 Simulation Results
In order to determine the behaviour of the four policies, as well as the behaviour of Sp for
large values of N and K, we reson to simulations of the urn models described in section 4. In
Figures 5a through 5d are displayed the results of these simulations alongside the corresponding
analytic curves. The simulation graphs are based on 99% confidence intervals for estimated Sp.
with a relative precision of y = 0.1. That is, the ratio of the width of the confidence interval at a
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point, and the absolute value of the estimate at that point is bounded above by y. The simulation
models were tested extensively with the aid of the analytic models for various values of ~, N, and
K.
In Figures 6a through 6e are displayed simulated curves for the four block selection poli-
cies, showing the variation of Sp with K = 100 (fixed), and N ranging from 1 to 500. Observe
that speedup tends to decrease uniformly as J3 decreases (from 0.9 to 0.1) for all policies. Since
smaller values of J3 yield programs that take a longer time to execute, this indicates that with
increasing N. there tends to be increasing conflict instead of increasing synchronization, and this
causes P to take a longer time to execute, consequently causing Sp to decrease. In each of these
simulations. the empirical data given in Figure 3 is used for the block speedup <X values in P. The
oscillation of Sp for N close to 500 is an artifact, due to a small oscillation at the right end of the
spline function. This in turn. is caused by a smaIl rise and fall in the value of (X in that region, and
suggests that Sp may be quite sensitive to IX. While the 99 % confidence intervals are not expli-
citly displayed, they are readily reconstructed from the estimated values of Sp on the graphs and
the fact that in each case the relative precision is 'Y = 0.1. Not surprisingly, the simulation graphs
exhibit the same qualitative behaviour as the analytic CUlVes (where the a. values were scaled
down), even so far as to keep the speedup characteristics of the four different policies in the same
order.
In a final experiment, we keep N fixed at 100 data sets and vary K from 2 to 100, in order
to observe the behaviour of Sp for the four policies as ~ decreases from 0.9 to 0.1. These results
are displayed in Figures 7a through 7e. As suggested by the previous sets of graphs, once again
we find that the complete first policy is the best, and the move forward policy is the worst, for the
kinds of programs P given by Figure 3. Also as to be expected, S1' tends to decrease with
decreasing p, suggesting that longer running programs with an increasing number of blocks will
exhibit less synchrozization. For a fixed p, except for the complete fixed policy which tends to
maintain a constant value of S1" the other policies yield decreasing speedup with increasing K.
The rate of this decrease is a function ofN , and this rate will grow smaller with increasing N .
7. Future Work
From our initial studies, the technique of program WIification through induced vectorization
appears to us to be a research direction that is worthy of some detailed investigation. Current
work includes a mechanized transformation procedure that takes a program P as input and
transforms it into a unified program P, for a given number of data sets. In addition, benchmark-
ing of block speedup values for (X is being carried out on various machines such as the Cray
X/MP, the Cybcr 205, Alliant FX/B, and the SCS40. These benchmarks will prove useful in
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demonstrating speedup both analytically as well as empirically in future work..
Besides utilizing the unification idea on vector uniprocessors,it should be clear that the
technique is equally applicable to vector processors and SIMD machines, with much greater
speedup to be expected as the number of processors increases. We plan to investigate these ideas
fwther. in order to establish guidelines for block selection policies in terms of given programs P .
The last problem is a nontrivial one, as is the problem of analyzing models with large N and K.
In view of these computational difficulties. future work. will involve analytic approximations for
large models, and heuristic solutions to the block selection problem. The most difficult problem
in the set of problems we have encountered thus far is that of consoucting a stochastic matrix P
that is truly representative, at least in an average sense, of the behaviour of a arbitrary program P
over a fixed, but non degenerate domain ofdata sets.
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